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Debut album from the band formerly known as Fear of Flying has been much hyped, and indeed opened up on the UK Album Chart at number one position. 
Not bad going from a relatively unknown band.  But upon listening to their album "To Lose My Life", it soon becomes apparent as to why these kids have taken the rock world by storm.  Billed as being similar in style to epic rockers Interpol and featuring the same inventive qualities as Joy Division, there is no doubt that the album is indeed a polished performance.  It is, however, somewhat uneven.  It does remain to be seen whether "White Lies" can reach the lofty heights of success of the various bands they have compared with. 

Described as a post-punk Indie band - and God only knows what this means - White Lies is essentially alternative rock on the heavier side of the scale.  Opening track "Death" edgily rises to the occasion after subdued beginnings and features a catchy chorus and a rousing final verse.  "A Place to Hide" is instantly memorable, essentially due to its stunning chorus.  However it is the stand-out track, "Farewell to the Playground", which fortunately lifts the album from the lows of its middle stages.  Happily, the final track, "The Price of Life", is another captivating song and an open top car parade for Harry McVeigh's voice.  The album leans towards morbid fascinations, and the title track features the bleakly romantic lyrics, "Let's grow old together, and die at the same time".  Oddly, even these words do not detract from the song's commerciality. 

All in all, this is a somewhat schizophrenic album - the beginning and end of the album are brilliant but it is just a pity that this venom is not maintained throughout the course of the album.  Despite these misgivings, this album is still recommended for all alternative rock fans looking for a slightly new sound.  And there is no doubt that these boys have huge potential.  The release of their follow up album won't come around fast enough for their new legions of fans.
 7/10 
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This latest collection from label Record Kicks is easy on the ear.

If it doesn’t have you dreaming of better days in the snap of a second, there is something wrong with you. This record is an aphrodisiac for the modern workplace.



From "The Young Patter" by the Baker Brothers and "Prophets Bound to Christ" by William Joseph Fowler & the Disciples, DJ Smoove mixes up a storm on record Act II. With the types of sounds that would be at home at a funk club in the funkiest of cities in the funkiest of countries, there is no denying that DJ Smoove is, for want of a better description, a cool cat.

A particularly favourite track of this reviewer is "Rags to Riches" by the Liberators, a fresh afro-funk act hailing from Sydney, Australia. The track is so rich with the sounds of Africa, it is a wonder it was not produced in, ummm, Africa.

The Diplomats of Solid Sound have been on my radar for a while, and so have Lack of Afro. So it does not surprise me that the Lack of Afro remix of the Diplomat’s tune "Give Me One More Chance", is an outright classic.

Similarly to a lot of the new releases from the team at label Record Kicks, this is highly recommended!




Label: Record Kicks 
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